Welcome to the Macmillan Education
ELT Greece 2014 Catalogue

Macmillan’s aim has always been that you should stay at the cutting edge of your businesses and, with this in mind, we are pleased to present our 2014 catalogue. Macmillan’s reputation has been established over many years through books and digital products of the highest quality and we are here to continue to enhance your students’ learning experience and support your success.

There are many new titles for 2014 and we are particularly excited about the following:

• For your B1-B2 classes, the well-known Laser series (pp. 4-5), which, in its new edition, now comes with a grammar, new extra practice online and specially reduced new prices.

• For your exam students, new editions of two Macmillan classics: First Certificate Language Practice revised for the 2015 exam and Advanced Language Practice (p.10).

• For your B1-C2 exam students, a new Improve Your Skills series (p.8), which includes skills books for First Certificate, Advanced and IELTS.

• For your students from B1-C2, we recommend you look at Macmillan English Campus (www.macmillanenglishcampus.com). This is our extremely rich and flexible online learning platform which has just celebrated its 10th anniversary and now also comes with new writing and speaking activities.

For sample copies or requests for a visit, call us on our Macmillan Hotline 210-3641311.

If you wish to see our full range of titles and teaching support services, visit www.macmillanenglish.com. Don’t forget to check out the Macmillan webinars, where you can participate online in talks given by famous authors.

Macmillan wishes you a successful 2014!

Francis Baker
Sales Consultant, Greece
Macmillan Education

For more information and details, visit www.macmillanenglish.com
Macmillan English Campus

**What is it?**

A customisable and easy-to-use English language learning platform, fully adaptable to meet the demands of your institution. It offers over 50 pre-built courses and a bank of more than 5,000 activities.

**Who can use it?**

Whether you teach in-work professionals or teenage students preparing for university entrance exams, you’ll find carefully graded content to cover every competence level and any area of English language teaching.

**How does it work?**

Macmillan English Campus offers a complete Learning Management System (LMS). Build your course specific to your students’ needs from a database of over 460 Grammar Reference Units including video and animation, weekly Guardian news lessons and daily updated bite-sized language points.

Teachers get access to our automatic marking system – no need to spend hours marking activities or tests: all your students’ marks and progress are just one click away.

And, thanks to its brand-new look, Macmillan English Campus has never been easier to use. Students can now access all the most important features in one place, allowing them to instantly track their progress, view and complete upcoming assignments and tests, and read all their latest messages, wherever they may be.

Take a closer look and discover what Macmillan English Campus can do for you at www.macmillanenglishcampus.com.

Macmillan English Campus equips teachers, encourages students, enhances learning.
Captain Jack

Jill Leighton • Sandie Mourão

Captain Jack is a flexible, three-level story-based course suitable for every teaching situation. Based on the adventures of the fun-loving parrot Captain Jack, it aims to help pupils become confident learners of English as they join Jack and friends on their discovery of the world around them.

‘My World’ lessons focus on cross-curricular areas and include real photos in the Pupil’s Book and Flashcards. Captain Jack also works on basic competences in areas such as maths, art and ICT.

For more information and to download samples, visit www.macmillanyounglearners.com/captainjack

Ideal for:
Pre-schools and kindergartens that focus on cross-curricular and real-world topics for learning English

Key features
• Cross-curricular topics make children more aware of the world around them
• Worksheet activities develop children’s motor and cognitive skills with more challenging activities, such as matching, circling and sequencing
• Press-outs in the Pupil’s Book Pack bring stories to life and are suitable for different learning styles
• The Captain Jack Parrot Puppet is ideal for working on class routines and practising target language
• Both the Plus Book Pack and the standard Pupil’s Book Pack include a wealth of optional extras

Multimedia Packs
• Action songs with real children
• Interactive Whiteboard activities
• Animated stories
• CLIL material
• Phonics/Pronunciation work

www.macmillanyounglearners.com
Young Learners English Practice Tests
Sandra Fox • Bryan Stephens

Level Pre-A1 – A2
Beginner to Elementary
The Cambridge English: Young Learners English tests are often a child’s first experience of exams and the emphasis is very much on making the experience a positive one. This is reflected both in our beautifully illustrated practice tests and in the Teacher’s Notes, with practical activity ideas for each of the Cambridge English: Starters, Movers and Flyers tests. These books are the ideal bridge between coursebook and exam.

Key features
• Four complete practice tests for each level of the Cambridge English: Young Learners English tests
• Beautiful full-colour artwork by a range of children’s illustrators
• Written by very experienced teachers, teacher trainers and examiners
• The unique double-page spread ‘speaking picture’ gives authentic exam practice and also has added value in the classroom (with step-by-step teacher’s notes on activities to use in class)
• Downloadable Teacher’s Notes guide teachers through the exam, provide extra activities and ideas for practising language, while reflecting a positive ethos – available from www.macmillanyounglearners.com/exams

Young Learners English Skills
Sandra Fox • Brendan Dunne • Robin Newton

Level Pre-A1 – A2
Beginner to Elementary
The Young Learners English Skills books give structured practice of the grammar, vocabulary and skills needed for the Cambridge English: Young Learners English tests through tasks similar to those in the Starters, Movers and Flyers exams. The Pupil’s Books progress incrementally from basic recycling exercises through thematic units to test-type activities.

Key features
• Structured and incremental practice builds towards Cambridge English: Young Learners English test requirements at each level
• Lively, colourful material that young learners can relate to
• Manageable books contain sufficient material for a school year
• Comprehensive Teacher’s Books provide extra material for consolidation
• A package of online resources provides additional support www.macmillanyounglearners.com/exams

For more information and to download samples, visit www.macmillanenglish.com

Young Learners English Practice Tests
Student’s Book + Audio CD Pack
Starters 9780230412255
Movers 9780230409972
Flyers 9780230407077

Young Learners English Skills
Pupil’s Book
Starters 9780230448995
Movers 9780230449046
Flyers 9780230449091
Teacher’s Book Pack
Starters 9780230449015
Movers 9780230449060
Flyers 9780230449114
Audio CD
Starters 9780230449022
Movers 9780230449077
Flyers 9780230449121

Perfect Together
Young Learners English Skills
Young Learners English Practice Tests
Laser is a five-level course, designed to cater to younger exam students, and now covering the entire span of secondary education. It is the perfect preparation for students still at school and working towards school-leaving exams and the Cambridge English Key, Preliminary and First exams. The vibrant topic-based units cover the lexical and grammatical syllabus of the Elementary to Upper Intermediate levels of the Council of Europe’s Common European Framework. The course integrates development of all the language skills – reading, writing, listening and speaking – and regular revision sections check continuous progress.

Every Student’s Book comes with a CD-ROM that reinforces the structures and vocabulary learnt in each unit, and for Student’s Book listening exercises Class Audio CDs are available separately. Every Workbook is complete with a workbook Audio CD, making it ideal for homework. The Teacher’s Book includes a DVD-ROM with tests, a test generator and teacher-support videos, along with a separate disc providing access to the Digibook. The Digibook is a page-faithful, digital version of the Student’s Book with embedded audio designed for use in the classroom.

For more information and to download samples, visit www.macmillanenglish.com
**Right Time, Right Place!**

**5**

**The Space Race**

**Get warmed up!**

Discuss the following. Work in pairs or in groups.

- How many words connected with space do you know in English?
- Would you like to travel to another planet? Why? Why not?
- Do you think people will have holidays on other planets in the future?

**Reading**

1. Read the article quickly and match the information on the left with what it refers to on the right.

- 2002 NT7
- July 2002
- February 2019
- 2.2 years

2. Read the article again and circle the correct word or phrase to show what each paragraph is about.

**Paragraph 1**

Scientists think that 2002 NT7__________________________________________

**Paragraph 2**

We’ll never know what will happen if a huge asteroid goes off course.

**Paragraph 3**

We’ll be in danger.

**Paragraph 4**

We’ll have plenty of time to prepare for the collision.

**Paragraph 5**

We’ll be able to save the Earth.

3. Read the article again and decide if the statements are true (T) or false (F).

1. Scientists think that 2002 NT7 will hit the Earth in 2019. **T/F**
2. The Earth will next be in danger 2.2 years after February 2019. **T/F**
3. Scientists will use nuclear weapons to destroy dangerous asteroids. **T/F**
4. We’ll probably try to change the position of a dangerous asteroid. **T/F**
5. We know for sure that a meteor killed all the dinosaurs. **T/F**

**DICTIONARY CORNER**

Complete each sentence using a word from the article. Use your dictionary in English to help you.

1. We have to __________________________________________ to save the Earth.
2. Do you have__________________________________________ that we’ll discover life on other planets in the future?
3. The asteroid will__________________________________________ it’s orbit around the Sun.
4. How do the scientists __________________________________________? How to save the Earth.

**Have your say!**

Which of these statements do you agree with? Say why.

- I’m worried about an asteroid hitting the Earth. It’s never going to happen!
- I’m worried about an asteroid hitting the Earth. It could happen any day!
- I’m not worried about an asteroid hitting the Earth. I think it will happen.
- I’m not worried about an asteroid hitting the Earth. It’s never going to happen!

**HOME WORK!**

On pages 29 and 30 of your Workbook.

**Companions and Grammars**

Greek companions and grammars are available for levels: B1 and B1+
Ready for First, 3rd Edition
Roy Norris

Ready for Advanced, 3rd Edition
Roy Norris • Amanda French

Level B2
Upper Intermediate

Key features
- New content and updated material suitable for the 2015 Cambridge English: First exam
- A digital element now complements the course, supplying two computer-based practice tests and video material for the Speaking test accessed via a Macmillan Practice Online webcode
- A special emphasis on word-building, collocations and phrasal verbs helps students master some of the more challenging aspects of English
- Model answers provide solid preparation and support for writing tasks
- An extended Ready for Writing unit in the Coursebook
- A complete grammar syllabus and reference section for the First exam
- Comprehensive teacher training videos given by the author, Roy Norris

www.macmillanenglish.com/exams

Level C1
Advanced

Key features
- Updated in line with the Cambridge English: Advanced (CAE) 2015 exam revisions
- Additional exam-type listening practice improves confidence
- Exam-style tasks in each end-of-unit Review section
- Systematic exam training through supplementary units focus on all five papers of the exam
- Two computer-based practice tests accessed via a Macmillan Practice Online webcode
- Access to all of the Coursebook audio in downloadable MP3 format
- A complete video of all four parts of the Speaking exam, which is analysed in detail in the Ready for Speaking unit, provides students with further support as they prepare for the Advanced exam

www.macmillanenglish.com/exams

For more information and to download samples, visit www.macmillanenglish.com
ECPE Challenge

Michael Reid

**Level B2**
Upper Intermediate

**Key features**

- New smooth progression from B2 to C1/C2 levels
- Systematic, exam-focused development and integration of all four skills
- Stimulating reading texts to provoke discussion and build ideas
- 12 motivating topic-based units
- Lingua booster sections to revise and expand vocabulary
- Grammar therapy sections to revise and expand structures
- Grammar reference
- Writing Guide
- Interview Guide

www.macmillanenglish.com/exams

Especially written for Greece, *ECPE Challenge* offers comprehensive preparation for the Michigan ECPE with material that will motivate students. *ECPE Challenge* provides comprehensive grounding in all ECPE skills through interesting and enjoyable materials.
Improve Your Skills Series

Malcolm Mann • Steve Taylore-Knowles • Sam McCarter • Norman Whitby • Barry Cusack • Stephanie Dimond-Bayir • Jane Short • Jo Preshous

Level B1 – C1
Intermediate to Advanced

Key features

• Comprehensive skills series covering Cambridge English: First (FCE) and Advanced (CAE) examinations and also two IELTS titles, bands 4.5-7.5
• Scaffolded skills development for incremental learning
• Tips on exam preparation and strategy
• Lots of exam practice with model answers
• Authentic test questions at the end of every unit
• A focus on pronunciation
• Includes extra online practice (optional)

www.macmillanenglish.com/exams

Improve Your Skills for First is a four-book series for students preparing to take the Cambridge English: First (FCE) exam. The series aims to develop the skills, language and test techniques required to achieve success in the exam. The series can be used for self-study or in class. Each of the 12 topic-based units guides you through the activities step by step.

Improve Your Skills for Advanced is a four-book series for students preparing to take the Cambridge English: Advanced (CAE) exam. Ideal for both self-study and the classroom, each of the 12 topic-based units ensures the user methodically progresses through each activity.

Improve Your Skills for IELTS 4.5-6.0 and Improve Your Skills for IELTS 6.0-7.5 are both three-book series for students preparing to take the IELTS exam. Each of the ten topic-based units systematically leads you through the tasks. Both series can be used for self-study or in class.

For more information and to download samples, visit www.macmillanenglish.com

Improve Your Skills
Listening & Speaking for First
with Answer Key

Series editors:
Malcolm Mann • Steve Taylore-Knowles

Macmillan
British English

For Your Practice Online

For more information and to download samples, visit www.macmillanenglish.com
This popular series is designed to help improve students’ exam performance and increase language competence. Exam-style exercises familiarise students with the tasks they will face in the exam, further practice and guidance pages build confidence in answering them and an expanded answer key gives clear explanations as to why the given answer is correct.

Ideal for self-study or classroom use, the KET, PET, FCE, CAE and New Proficiency Testbuilders are available with or without the answer key (other titles in the series are available only with answer key). New Proficiency, TOEIC® and TOEFL® iBT™ can also be bought with an online access code to Macmillan Practice Online – now there is even more test practice available!
Language Practice Series
Michael Vince • Amanda French • Peter Sunderland

Level A2 – C1
Elementary to Advanced

An in-depth, detailed approach to English grammar and vocabulary, each title in the series is a combination of two books, with grammar presented clearly in the first half, and vocabulary input and practice offered in the second half. It is a thorough and comprehensive series that ensures students’ confidence with language develops through the levels.

This popular series has had two new updates, Language Practice for First and Language Practice for Advanced. These new editions have been revised and updated for the 2015 Cambridge English exam changes and are now packaged with access to Macmillan Practice Online, offering students even more practice and the ability for teachers to monitor their progress.
Key features

- New editions of First and Advanced Language Practice have been revised to reflect the Cambridge English 2015 exam updates
- New editions First and Advanced come packaged with access to Macmillan Practice Online for added computer-based practice – ideal for homework or self study
- Regular consolidation units check students’ understanding of the grammar and vocabulary points presented
- Relevant exam-style exercises for the appropriate level
- A special focus on word-building, collocations and phrasal verbs as well as other problem areas of grammar
- Full colour to engage and enthuse students
- A CD-ROM is included for added computer-based practice – ideal for self-study (Elementary and Intermediate only)

www.macmillanenglish.com
Macmillan English Grammar In Context
Simon Clarke • Michael Vince

Level A1 – C2
Beginner to Advanced

Macmillan English Grammar In Context is a three-level grammar practice series with a difference. Incorporating contextual examples in grammar practice activities, Macmillan English Grammar In Context can be used both in the classroom and for self-study.

Key features
• Up-to-date, real English, informed by the corpora used for the Macmillan School Dictionary
• Includes a focus on lexical grammar with work on collocations, prepositions and common verbs
• Most units contain one page of grammar explanation and three pages of practice
• With and without key editions available
• Unit-by-unit interactive practice exercises
• A fully searchable glossary and contextual vocabulary

Destination Grammar and Vocabulary Series
Malcolm Mann • Steve Taylore-Knowles

Level B1 – C2
Intermediate to Advanced

A reliable three-level series focusing on vocabulary and grammar, ideal for students at Intermediate, Upper Intermediate or Advanced level. The syllabuses are based on the B1, B2 and C2 levels of the Common European Framework and exercises are geared towards tasks for the relevant exam at each level.

Destination B1 – ideal for students preparing for Cambridge PET
Destination B2 – ideal for students preparing for Cambridge FCE or IELTS band 5
Destination C1 & C2 – ideal for students preparing for Cambridge CAE, CPE or higher IELTS band

Key features
• At higher levels there is a strong emphasis on revision and consolidation with regular reviews and tests
• Useful reference sections present irregular verbs, phrasal verbs, patterns and collocations
• Available with or without answer key

For more information and to download samples, visit www.macmillanenglish.com
Grammar Goals

Nicole Taylor • Michael Watts • Julie Tice • Dave Tucker • Angela Llanas • Libby Williams

Level A1 – B1
Starter to Cambridge English: Preliminary for Schools

Grammar Goals is a new six-level grammar series for children aged 6 to 12 years. With editions in both British and American English, it presents and practises grammar in lively and meaningful age-appropriate contexts that reflect pupils' real lives and interests. Linked to the Cambridge and Trinity external exam syllabuses, Grammar Goals offers regular exam-style practice tasks in the Pupil's Books.

Key features
• Language is clearly contextualised with interactive grammar boxes to clarify meaning
• Carefully graded exercises (good for mixed-ability classes) build confidence and accuracy
• Development of critical thinking, learning to learn and social and interpersonal skills
• Writing syllabus covers sub-skills and varying text types, e.g. emails, descriptions, narratives, etc.

www.macmillanyounglewners.com/grammargoals

Skillful

Lida Baker • Jennifer Bixby • David Bohlke • Mike Boyle • Robyn Brinks Lockwood • Lindsay Clandfield • Steven Gershon • Ellen Kisslinger • Mark McKinnon • Louis Rogers • Jaimie Scanlon • Lindsay Warwick • Jennifer Wilkin • Series consultant: Dorothy E. Zemach

Level A1 – C1
Beginner to Advanced

Key features
• The comprehensive digital component includes a page-faithful online Digibook and practice area with interactive activities and video material
• Each unit provides opportunities to engage critically with issues raised by the texts and to consider concepts beyond the superficial meaning to develop skills such as evaluating and synthesising information
• Systematic development of practical study skills through realistic case studies and material from Stella Cottrell, author of the bestselling title The Study Skills Handbook
• The flexible approach allows the products to be used individually or together to create an integrated package of Student's Books.

www.macmillanenglish.com/skillful
Gateway is an academically rich, five-level course designed to lead teenage students to success in school-leaving and university entrance exams and prepare them for university and the world of work.

The course stimulates the interest of students and teachers by providing cross-curricular and cultural content that is genuinely interesting, meaningful and thought-provoking. Gateway helps students prepare and practise for their school-leaving exams and equips them with lifelong learning and study skills.

Taking an inductive approach to grammar, Gateway revises and extends students’ active knowledge of grammar and vocabulary through a wealth of varied skills-based activities that recycle, revise, evaluate and develop language skills.

Gateway Online can be accessed using a webcode in the Student’s Book and enables students to play games, watch videos, compile their own interactive wordlists and much more.

For more information and to download samples, visit www.macmillanenglish.com

Digital Extra

NEW

Sounds: The Pronunciation App

With Gateway wordlists
Open Mind

Mickey Rogers • Joanne Taylore-Knowles • Steve Taylore-Knowles • Ingrid Wisniewska • Dorothy E. Zemach

Level Pre-A1 – C1
Beginner to Advanced

Ideal for:
Adult and young adult learners who want a course to develop the skills they need for success in the 21st century

Key features
• Integrated and flexible online material from our new Big tree platform gives users access to everything they need in one place (see overleaf)
• Life Skills syllabus recycles language while giving students an opportunity to learn skills which are vital in today’s world
• Highly visual double-page spread opens every unit with clear CEF-orientated unit objectives
• Grammar sections offer a step-by-step analysis of form and function
• Support for speaking tasks with functional language
• Speaking and Writing Workshops with self- and peer-assessment features at the end of alternate units

www.macmillanopenmind.com

Global

Lindsay Clandfield • Amanda Jeffries • Jackie McAvoy • Kate Pickering • Rebecca Robb Benne • Michael Vince • Robert Campbell

Level A1 – C1
Beginner to Advanced

Ideal for:
Learners who want an information-rich course with international appeal

Key features
• Highly informative, intelligent topics have been chosen to appeal to the adult learner’s curiosity
• Critical-thinking skills are promoted through the choice of topics and the way the material is exploited
• ‘Global English’ articles by David Crystal allow students to discover the richness of the English language
• ‘Global Voices’, a series of authentic recordings, expose learners to the reality of globally spoken English

www.macmillanopenenglish.com/global

For more information and to download samples, visit www.macmillanenglish.com

Open Mind

Student’s Book
Pack
Student’s Book
Premium Pack
Online
Workbook
Workbook + CD
(+ Key)
Workbook + CD
(- Key)
Teacher’s Book
Premium Pack

Beginner
9780230032828
9780230032859
9780230032866
9780230032897
9780230032903
9780230032996

Elementary
9780230033092
9780230033139
9780230033160
9780230033160
9780230033160
9780230033160

Pre-intermediate
9780230033309
9780230033347
9780230033378
9780230033378
9780230033378
9780230033378

Intermediate
9780230033318
9780230033351
9780230033351
9780230033351
9780230033351
9780230033351

Upper Intermediate
9780230033326
9780230033369
9780230033369
9780230033369
9780230033369
9780230033369

Advanced
9780230033374
9780230033311
9780230033311
9780230033311
9780230033311
9780230033311

Module Pack
Module Pack
Module Pack
Module Pack
Module Pack
Module Pack

Workbook + CD
(+ Key)
Workbook + CD
(- Key)
Global Digital
(single user)
Global Digital
(multiple user)
Coursebook + eWorkbook Pack
Business Class eWorkbook Pack (stand-alone)

Beginner
978023030458277
978023030458154
978023030458789
978023030458369
978023030458420
978023030459402

Elementary
978023030458277
978023030458154
978023030458789
978023030458369
978023030458420
978023030459402

Pre-intermediate
978023030458277
978023030458154
978023030458789
978023030458369
978023030458420
978023030459402

Intermediate
978023030458277
978023030458154
978023030458789
978023030458369
978023030458420
978023030459402

Upper Intermediate
978023030458277
978023030458154
978023030458789
978023030458369
978023030458420
978023030459402

Advanced
978023030458277
978023030458154
978023030458789
978023030458369
978023030458420
978023030459402

For customer support please contact help@macmillan.com
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Brilliant Again
Jeanne Perrett • Polly Buchanan

Level A1 – A1+
Beginner / Elementary

Key features
- 14 lessons and seven reviews sections
- A completely new, absorbing and colourful story runs throughout this course
- Adventure notebook pages in every unit open children’s eyes to the world around them through simple reading texts
- Simple explanation of grammatical structures
- Clear presentation of new vocabulary
- Systematic recycling of the language

Smash
Luke Prodromou • Michele Crawford

Level A1 – B1
Beginner to Intermediate

Key features
- Systematic vocabulary and grammar presentation
- Regular recycling and revision units
- Writing syllabus with models, guidance and tips
- Downloadable tests on the website
- Cross-cultural and cross-curricular topic information appeals to teenagers

www.macmillanenglish.com/smash

Code
Rosemary Aravanis • Stuart Cochrane • Michele Crawford • Rob Nicholas • George Vassilakis

Level B1 – B2
Intermediate to Upper Intermediate

Key features
- Over 100 online interactive resources for each level – accessible using login details from the Code Workbook Plus from www.macmillanpracticeonline.com/code
- Practice in PET- and FCE-type exam tasks as well as build-up of general English
- Easy-to-use Interactive Whiteboard material for the classroom brings the book to life and gets the class enthused by learning
- Writing banks, speaking files and grammar sections provide invaluable reference tools plus regular review sections maintain progress

For details of ISBNs for Brilliant Again and Code, please visit: www.macmillanenglish.com
Macmillan Readers

2014 offers a classic Dickens story, a science fiction mystery and stories from the exciting world of Thor and other Viking gods.

NEw for 2014

Macmillan Literature Collections
This ‘tasty’ collection of short stories has food at its heart.

Macmillan Cultural Readers

Distribution and promotion in Greece

Distribution and promotion:
Varia Lecto
50 Omirou st.
Athens 10672
Tel: +30 210 32 34 380
Fax: +30 210 32 34 385
Email: info@varialecto.gr
Web: www.varialecto.gr
www.facebook.com/varialecto

Educational Consultant for Greece:
Francis Baker
Mob: 6946-101434
Email: francis.baker@hotmail.com

Worldwide rights
Some of our titles are market restricted in certain regions of the world. For full details on the rights issues please visit the 'What We Publish' page on www.macmillaneducation.com

Copying
The UK Copyright, Designs and Patents Act of 1988 allows a reader to make a single copy of a limited portion of a work for the purposes of non-commercial research or private study (fair dealing). This limit is subjective and advice should be sought from Macmillan Education. It does not allow the copying of entire books or the making of multiple copies of extracts. In some countries it is possible for schools to do a limited amount of photocopying under the terms of a licence issued by a licensing agency such as the Copyright Licensing Agency (CLA) in the UK. It is also permissible to photocopy copyright material when the publisher has designated a book or part of a book ‘photocopiable’. This special permission is always indicated clearly in the book both at the front and on every photocopyable page. Many of the Teacher’s Books that accompany Macmillan Education ELT courses contain such photocopiable material. Under no circumstances may schools photocopy material for use in self-access centres, unless they have registered with the Copyright Licensing Agency or an associated licensing agency and allow/use photocopying strictly in accordance with their regulations. Please see our website or contact Macmillan Education for further details on copying limits.

Rights and Permissions
If you would like to reproduce, translate or quote from material published by Macmillan Education in print, online, on television, on radio or via other digital media, please check first that we are the correct copyright holders by reading the following information:

Only titles commencing with the following ISBNs, 978 1405-0, 978 0330, 978 0333, 978 0230 & 978 0245 will be copyrighted to Macmillan Education. If not, you will need to consult a bibliographic service such as the British Library or Library of Congress which will assist you to find the correct copyright holder.

Very old Macmillan titles with ISBNs commencing 0023 & 0024 are copyrighted to Pentico Hall/ Pearson Higher Education UK (paco.mervah@pearson.com), 0028 (Macmillan Library Reference titles) are now copyrighted to PermissionsRequest@longman.com. Please note also that Free Press, Collier Macmillan and Macmillan Inc (Macmillan New York) are not part of the Macmillan Group in the UK, these are part of Simon & Schuster in USA, please forward to Yessenia.Santos@simonandschuster.com. Any requests for Macmillan UK should be forwarded to rights@macmillan.co.uk and Palgrave Macmillan UK should be forwarded to rights@palgrave.com.

If you have a permissions or rights request you will need to complete a form to give us full details. Visit www.macmillanenglish.com to access and submit the Rights Request Form.

NO requests will be considered or responded to if the required form is not completed. This is to ensure that we have all the necessary data to process your request.

PLEASE NOTE: Macmillan reserves the right to charge an administration fee of £25 to cover any direct costs should your request be granted and there may also be an additional fee for the right to reproduce or use the material.

For more information and to download samples, please visit: www.macmillanenglish.com/readers

Macmillan hotline: 210-3641311
New titles for 2014

Language Practice for First

Language Practice for Advanced

Grammar & Vocabulary

Laser B1

Listening & Speaking for First

NEW SERIES

NEW COMPONENT

Senior

Exams

Life Skills help to develop...

Social and Creative Skills
Social Responsibility, Mutual Understanding and Tolerance
Learning Autonomy and Learning Strategies
Thinking Skills to explain, infer, classify, notice and discover interpersonal and collaborative skills

MACMILLAN LIFE SKILLS
Language is a Life Skill

Find out how at www.macmillanenglish.com/life-skills